Angle Adjustment Plate (WC-AAP)
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Plate to Plate Attachment Options
- Non-threaded hole to threaded hole = Good
- Non-threaded hole to non-threaded hole with nut = Good
- Threaded hole to threaded hole = Not good (will damage threads!)

Set Includes:
- (1) Angle Adjustment Plate
- (2) ¼-28 x ⅞” Socket head cap screws
- (2) ¼-28 x ½” Socket head cap screws
- (2) ¼-28 Lock-nuts

1/4-28 Threaded Holes (Qty = 8)

Non-threaded holes (Qty = 2)

Angles available with the Angle Adjust Plate (AAP)
(Tilts to accommodate WB2 at horizontal level)

WARNING!
Never attach two plates via threaded hole to threaded hole! This damages the threads and the connection can loosen!
Wheelchair Attachment Overview

All plates are considered ‘multi-use plates’ and can be configured, combined, and used in a variety of ways.

Anchor to Chair

What you use will depend on what kind of chair frame you have.

- Round tubing
- Slide track
- Hole-spacing
- Tie-Down

Optionnal Offset

Wheelchair Bracket

WARNING!

Never attach two plates via threaded hole to threaded hole! This damages the threads and the connection can loosen!

Start with a power or manual wheelchair

Plate to span across the clamps

Span the bridge, round, or collar clamps with a plate

* Offset example

Threaded Holes